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The main objects of this invention are: 
‘First, to provide a wash cloth, dish cloth, scour 

ing cloth or the like formed of paper stock which 
is highly e?icient, durable, ‘and economical. 

Second, toprovide' a method of'manufactur 
ing ,dish cloths which. may :bei'economically» prac 

* Objects relating to’details andeconomies of 
the invention» will appeanfrom the description 
to follow; The invention'is'de?ned and pointed 
out in the'claims. ' ‘ "l " - 

A structure which embodies the features of the 
invention; is illustrated in ‘the! accompanying 
drawing, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view on an enlarged scale 
of a wash cloth or the like embodying my inven 

tion,folded.' =2 ' ' 
Fig. 2 is a plan view of my improved dish cloth 

or the likeextended, partsbeing shown conven 
tionally, and the'folding lines being indicated by 
broken or dash lines. " I 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view on line 3-3 
of Fig. 1, illustrating the'structure'and certain of 
the steps of manufacture. ' p ‘ 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary plan view. 
My present invention is an adaptation 'ofyand 

in some respects an improvement upon the struc 
turev of my Patent No. 2,112,963,1'issued March 3,‘ 
1938. My improved wash cloth',_‘_dish cloth,‘ or 
scouring cloth comprises a sheetv I of parch 
mentized preferably creped paper which is, in a 
preferred embodiment, treated with glycerine to 
increase its pliability. ~ 1 a ' 
The sheet has a plurality of perforated areas 2 

desirably souare and aligned in two directions, as 
is illustrated in Fig. 2. ' These perforated areas 
are separated by unperforated cross strips 3 and 
4,_extending from edge to edge of the sheet or 
merging into the unperforated border strips 5. 
Thus each perforated area is completely sur 
rounded and reinforced by an unperforated por 
tion, the unperforated portions being continuous 
and reinforcing the entire sheet. rI‘he perfora 
tions 6 are relatively small and in the structure 
shown are arranged uniformly in parallel rows 
in staggered relation, or the perforations are zig 
zagged throughout. . ‘ 

It will be noted that viewed as rows the ad 
jacent edges of adjacent perforations are sub 
stantially in the-same plane. This permits the 
perforations being placed very closely together 
and the reinforcing border strips for the areas 
fully prevent the sheet being torn as a result of 
the perforations, even when subjected to very 
severe usage. , - 
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'ing. purposes. 
cloth will become discolored, but it can be rinsed‘ 

2 
The sheet is well adapted for use as wash cloths, 

dish cloths and as scouring cloths, in which the 
sheets are subjected to very severe usage. For 
example Sapolio or like scouring material may be 
applied to the cloth and the cloth used for scour 

In scouring aluminum ware the 

clean with little effort, whereas very considerable 
effort is required to clean a textile scouringv cloth 
used in this manner. > 
As a dish cloth or Wash cloth, the edges of the' 

perforations provide a multiplicity of cleaning 
edges; the sheet becoming relatively soft-when 
wet-a1; the same time is highly ef?cient. 
‘The sheet is folded along the lines 1 into a 

pack form as shown in Fig. 1. It is also folded 
in this form as a preliminary to punching out 
the holes 6. ‘See the enlarged View of Fig. 3. The 
folded sheet is placed in a punch and the central 
portions of the folds'punched ‘out at the same 
time resulting in a structure such as shown in 
Fig. 1 on line 3—3, with the connected strips be 
tween the perforated areas. _ 

7' The roughened surface resulting from the 
creping of the paper is also an advantage because 
it provides additional cleaning projections and 
also holds soap and other cleaning material. 
.When the sheet is wet it has a soft feel and 
may be manipulated readily as a wash cloth or 
as a scouring cloth. The perforated areas per- - 
mit free passage of water through the sheet so, 
that when the sheet is crushed or squeezed and 
wrungr out there‘is no tendency for the water to 
souirt out as would result from the same manipu 
lation of an unperforated sheet. 
The sheets may be very economically manu 

factured and may if desired be repeatedly used, 
as the parchmentized paper is practically inde 
structible except as‘ results from weanand as 
stated, the bordering and connecting of the per 
forated areas by unperforated strips or portions 
greatly‘adds to the strength and life of the sheet 
and permits the perforations being placed con 
veniently closely together, which is a desirable 

feature. 
While I have illustrated my improved feature 

mainly in conventional form, it is believed this 
disclosure will permit anyone skilled in the art 
to embody oradapt my invention as may be de 
sired. _ . 

Having thus described my invention, what I 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent is: . . 

1. As an, article of , manufacture, a foldable 
sheet of parchmentized paper adapted for use as 
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a washcloth, dishcloth or the like and having a 
plurality of spaced areas of substantial size, each 
of said areas having a multiplicity of relatively 
small closely spaced perforations, there being un_ 
perforated cross strips between the perforated 
areas extending from edge to edge of the sheet 
and a continuous unperforated border strip join 
ing the ends of the unperforated cross strips 

5 

whereby the perforated areas are reinforced, the ' 
width of said unperforated cross and border strips 
being relatively large as compared to the distance 
between the perforations in the perforated spaced 
areas to provide strength to the article as a whole 
and to permit the perforations being relatively 
close to each other in the perforated spaced areas‘; 
said unperforated cross strips constituting folded 
edge portions when the sheet is folded, said per 
forated spaced areas being superimposed upon 
each other in the folded sheet with the perfora 
tions of one of said spaced areas registering with 
those in all the other spaced areas whereby in a 
single operation all of said spaced areas may be 
simultaneously perforated. 

2. As an article of manufacture, a sheet of 
parchmentized paper adapted for use as a wash’ 
cloth, dishcloth or the like and having a plurality 
of spaced perforated areas of substantial size 
bordered by unperforated portions, the perfora 
tions constituting means for passage of water 
therethrough and the portions of the sheet in 
said unperforated portions and between the per 
forations in said spaced areas constituting means 
for frictionally engaging the article being washed, 
the unperforated portions extending around the 
border of the sheet and extending acoss the sheet 
between the p'eforated areas from border to bor 
der of the sheet and constituting reinforcing 
means for the perforated portions of the sheet, 
the width of said unperforated portions being 
relatively large as compared to the distance be 
tween the perforations in the spaced perforated 
areas to provide strength to the article as a whole 
and to permit the perforations in the perforated 
areas being relatively close to each other. 

3. As an article of manufacture, a sheet of 
parchmentized paper‘ adapted for use as a wash— 
cloth, dishcloth or the like and‘ having a plurality 
of perforated areas of uniform size and shape, 
surrounded by connected unperforated portions 
providing reinforcing strips between and sur 
rounding the perforated areas and connecting 
them in a unitary structure, the perforations con: 
stituting means for passage‘of water therethrough 
and the portions of the sheet in said unperforated 
portions and between the perforations in said 
spaced, areas constituting means for frictionally 
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4 
engaging the article being washed, there being a 
multiplicity of relatively small perforations in 
each area arranged in oifset relation to each 
other, the width of said unperforated portions 
being relatively large as compared to the distance 
between the perforations‘ in the spaced perforated 
areas to provide strength to the article as a whole 
and to permit the perforations in the perforated 
areas being relatively close to each other. 

4. As an article of manufacture, a sheet of 
parchmentized paper adapted for use as a wash 
cloth, dishcloth or the like and having a plurality 
of spaced rectangular perforated areas spaced by 
unperforated cross strips extending in both di 
rections and joined at their outer ends by unper 
forated border strips the sheet being folded in 
both directions, the folds being centrally of said 
unperforated cross strips and the perforated areas 
being superimposed upon each other with per 
forations in one perforated area registering with 
the perforations in all the other perforated areas. 

5. The method of making a sheet adapted as a 
washcloth, dishcloth or the like comprising the 
steps of folding a sheet of parch‘mentized paper 
into several superimposed folds, the folding being 
in two directions’ in crossing relation to each 
other, and simultaneously perforating all the su 
perimposed folds of the folded sheet in spaced 
relation from the folded edges of the sheet, pro 
viding when the sheet is extended'a plurality of 
perforated areas surrounded by connected unper 
forated areas constituting supporting and rein~ 
forcing means for the perforated areas. 
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